Good morning!
We are bracing for another shot of weather here in the NW, so hoping for no postponements the next
couple days!
Yesterday’s tip about team control…..the last team in control STASYS in control until a player on the
opposing team gains control…….so in the clip, NO free throws since team control had not switched. Take
your time, get it right.
Quiz answer from yesterday’s question? NO (during an AP throw-in, if the throw-in team violates, they
have lost the arrow…..the violation negates it for that team.)
Today’s quiz question:

Today’s topic…..legal guarding position. The topic of a player laying on the floor and an opposing player
tripping over the player on the floor always generates much discussion. Take a look at the clip here,
think about what you call (or do not call), then come back to read a bit more.
What do you have? Here is the beginning of the rule concerning guarding:

What are your thoughts now? This is a foul……I have heard the argument that every player is entitled to
a spot on the floor, as the sentence in article 1 says. The problem is that we cannot just pull that one
sentence out as a stand-alone rule in this case. It goes hand-in-hand with the entire paragraph that
starts with ‘Guarding is the act of legally placing the body in the path of the offensive opponent.’ This
did not happen in this clip. The player in green did not establish legal guarding position, thus we have a
foul on him. In this play, we definitely have an advantage/disadvantage decision to make. Did green
being on the floor and white tripping over him cause white to be put at a disadvantage? YES! Green

never gained legal guarding position before contact. Remember, a late whistle on a foul is better than
no whistle.
Have a great game tonight!
Tim

